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Thank you for your interest in becoming a sponsor of the Greetings From the Garden
State (GFTGS) podcast. We are interested in working with New Jersey businesses that
could provide products and services to our community. Our goal is to connect with,
educate, and entertain those who live in the Garden State.
Why sponsor? Sponsoring GFTGS is a great opportunity to speak directly with an
audience in a specific geographical area. 95% of our rapidly growing audience is
located in New Jersey and enjoys engaging with the guests we have on the show. Also,
our guests are active members of our community, such as being active listeners or
co-branding community building events with us.
What is the podcast about? GFTGS explores New Jersey one story at a time. We
travel around the Garden State interviewing local businesses, nonprofits, and others
who live here and have amazing stories to share.
What else do we do? Our team is made up of extremely talented New Jersey residents
who produce podcasts, blog posts, social media content and more!
About the team:
Mike Ham - Founder & CEO
In July of 2020, Mike Ham burst onto the podcasting scene with his original
show, The Morning Spotlight. An energetic, passionate, and curious
interviewer Mike creates lasting and memorable bonds between his guests
and his audiences. As a respected member of the podcasting community,
Mike has been asked to speak at podcasting events like Podfest Expo and the PodPros
Summit.
Mike was born and raised right here in the Garden State and has lived here most of his
life. One aspect of New Jersey he particularly loves is its diversity. Throughout his travels and
the episodes he's recorded, the stories Mike helps tell define what being from New Jersey is all
about.

Nicole Iuzzolino - Editor-in-Chief
Nicole Iuzzolino is a recent graduate from Marist College, who earned a degree
in Journalism with minors in Creative Writing and Digital Video Production. She
has been published under a number of publications such as NJ Digest and
assisted with the radio show PopCrush nights on 94.5 PST. Most importantly,
Nicole is a diehard Jersey girl.
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Tara Bernie - VP of Content Production
Tara Bernie is an Emmy winning journalist with over 25 years experience in
entertainment news. She was a five time Emmy nominated Senior Producer at
Access Hollywood, Emmy winning Senior Correspondent for DailyMailTV, and
most recently Senior Content Producer for PEOPLE (the TV show!). Tara has
walked thousands of red carpet miles interviewing celebrities. She brings her
vast production knowledge and her love of Jersey to Greetings From the Garden State. Her
favorite places to be in NJ are Morristown and Avon-by-the-Sea.

Julia Porpora - VP of Business Development
Jules is the quintessential modern Jersey Girl. She recently made the Beach
Bum plunge as a full time local in Asbury Park after living in Hoboken for 8
years. She’s also a Rutgers grad and respected HR professional within the
beauty industry for over 10 years. Jules is no stranger to podcasts and content
as the former host and producer of Neighborhood Jules podcast prior to COVID.
She’s excited to get back into the local business media scene to continue her witty storytelling
on and off the mic.

Distribution: The audio version of GGS is available on all major podcast players, such
as Spotify, Apple Podcasts, iHeart, and Audacy, just to name a few. The full-length video
version will be available on the Greetings From the Garden State YouTube channel.
Links to these episodes will also be available on our website.
The New Jersey Field Notes blog and its various categories will be posted on our
website. All content will be promoted across social channels, email blasts, etc.
Rankings
● GGS consistently ranks on top charts in various categories including:
○ According to Goodpods
■ #8 amongst all independent podcasts
■ #3 in “Places & Travel”
■ #5 in “Society & Culture”
○ According to Listennotes
■ Top 10% among over 2.8 million podcasts globally
● Our audience is extremely engaged
○ The podcast itself averages about 1,000 listens/views per month
○ Our primary social media channel, Instagram
■ Has a growing audience of 1,532 (as of September 10 2022)
■ Has a monthly reach between 16,000 to over 60,000 consistently
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Podcast Sponsorships
The Bruce

The Frank

The Whitney

The Jon

4 episodes

$500.00

$200.00

$100.00

8 episodes

$900.00

$400.00

$200.00

12 episodes

$1,300.00

$600.00

$300.00

16 episodes

$1,700.00

$800.00

$294.00

20 episodes

$2,100.00

$1,000.00

$365.00

36 episodes

$4,000.00

$1,400.00

$650.00

$6,000.00

$2,000.00

$950.00

52 episodes

$20,000

Podcast Sponsorship Levels
The Bruce (1 max): The ultimate headliner. Your brand will be synonymous with
Greetings From the Garden State as our show’s main sponsor. We will include your logo
on our podcast cover art which appears on all podcast players. You will be mentioned
within each segment of every episode, as opposed to having a dropped in ad. Wherever
the Greetings From the Garden State logo is, so will yours be! Since this is a significant
undertaking on our end, we will only be partnering with one brand on this level and that
brand will hold this position for 1 year’s worth of episodes.
The Frank (2 max per episode): Includes a 30-second ad read at the start of the audio
podcast, logo on-screen during the entire video podcast, and logo placement in all of
the podcast’s promotional materials (Instagram, Facebook, etc.). Call or email for a full
list of benefits.
The Whitney (8 max per episode): These are our segment sponsors. Each episode
has two built in breaks. Each break will consist of no more than 4 15-second ads to
keep the break to no more than 1-minute. Host and sponsor will work to craft the perfect
message, approve the recording, and air consistently over the duration of the
sponsorship. Logo placement in all of the podcast’s promotional materials.
The Jon: 15-second at read at the end of an episode, logo appears on website
How To Get Started
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Just give us a call or send us an email and we will help you decide on the best package
that fits your needs and goals. Then we will walk you through every detail leading up to
your first podcast appearance to make sure your investment works for you.
Please note: due to the logistics of our podcast, we have a limited amount of space for
sponsors. Once you have reserved your space though, each sponsor has the right of
first refusal to continue their sponsorship with us before we add any new sponsor.

What people have said about Mike Ham:
“What a host! Mike is funny, charming and made me feel so comfortable. It was like
talking to a best friend!”
-Priscilla Frederick-Loomis | Former Olympian; Wildwood, NJ resident
“Mike Ham is the man!! I never had a 40+ minute spotlight conversation go by as fast as
that did, the fun was unmatched. Mike made the topics sync with each other, the
substance he pulled out of my backstory was incredible, the humor at all the right
moments, the energy, this session was EPIC!!”
- Tim Wright | Rutgers Grad & Super Bowl Champion
“Such a great host. It’s always an honor to share the space with a fellow Jersey boy
who undoubtedly loves what he does and I for one appreciate an infectious and positive
attitude!” - Manny Cabo | NBC’s The Voice Contestant; Elizabeth, NJ resident
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